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n both challenging and favourable economic conditions, Iorganisations strive to be smart, nimble, creative and forward 

thinking. Thomas Macaulay Capital provides deep technical 

knowledge and extensive industry experience to assist clients in 

harnessing the power of technology to transform and grow at an 

unprecedented scale and speed whilst meeting the growing 

expectations of the customer of the future.

Our Fintech and Insurance group provides financing and advisory 
services to fintech and insurance industries globally, including 
financial services companies, insurance companies, asset 
management firms, financial technology companies and specialty 
finance institutions with much focus on the impact of fintech 
towards changing face of financial services.
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intech and Insurtech are regarded as the epicentre of growth for the financial sector, as the Findustry is using it to sharpen operational efficiency, lower costs, improve customer 

experience and heighten the appeal of their products and services. Digital-only banks are 

offering redesigned client propositions and cost profiles. Investment managers are deploying fully 

customised robo-advice. Insurers are using sensors to monitor people's health and help prevent 

illness. Therefore, firms that are ready to embrace and drive technology driven business models 

will emerge as leaders of FS. 

At Thomas Macaulay Capital, we focus on the future of Fintech and Insurance, effectively working 

with clients as they re-evaluate their strategies in light of the new norms, while advising on key 

issues such as the impact of risk and regulation, cyber and financial crime, new technologies and 

the changing face of the customer.

Insurance 

Globally, the insurance industry is undergoing a fundamental transformation. Prior to the novel 

corona virus, issues surrounding amendments to regulations, evolving technologies, accelerating 

shifts in consumer demand and mounting competition from Insurtech players posed challenges to 

insurers.

At Thomas Macaulay, we assist our clients in navigating this increasingly complex business and 

geopolitical landscape. To make the most of these opportunities, we can help organisations look 

beyond the traditional boundaries of the insurance business to embrace new ways of working, new 

ways of interacting with customers, and whole new possibilities in what their business can deliver.



How can Thomas Macaulay Capital help?

As a trusted advisor and financier to our clients with 

notable milestone achievements and expanding 

footprint in growth market like Africa, we think like 

investors, looking at how opportunities to buy, sell, 

partner or fund a company can add and preserve 

value. Teams of specialists combine a global 

mindset and local experience with deep sector 

knowledge and analytic tools to help you navigate 

a complex, fragmented process.  Our dedicated 

professionals offer a wide suite of products, 

including M&A advisory, plan for divestments or 

raising funds, structured finance and risk 

management/hedging as we focus on the future of 

financial services.  
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